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21.01.2021 MINUTES OF MEETING  
Colerne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Held via ZOOM 

 

Time  Location Via Zoom 

Present Steve Ayres (SA) 
Jacqui Bradburn (JB) 
Hilary Holman (HH) 
Peter Mellett (PM) 
Jane Mellett (JM) 
Bob Jones (RJ) 
Sue Jones (SJ) 
Bob Child (BC) 
 

Apologies George Batterham (GeB) 
Anne Nicholas (AN) 
Mary Mellett (MM) 
Gary Brain (GB) 

Next Meeting Thursday 25th  February at 7.30pm 
(NORMAL TIME!) Via ZOOM  

Chair: 
Recorded via 

zoom: 

Jane Mellett 
 

Agenda Item 
1.  Apologies (above) 
2. Minutes of Last Meeting 
3  Matters arising. 
4. Review of how we should proceed from here 
5. Complaint re. Consultation Process 
6. AOB and Date of Next Meeting 

2 Minutes of Last Meeting:  
Approved. 

 

3 Matters Arising: 
3 ii) a) - The community responses have been partially processed, but the form has had to 
be changed again following advice from Jeff B. The form sent out was the old one, and 
incomplete. 
Peter is doing the final stage of fine tuning. Mary has ensured the full text is available via a 
link in case anyone wishes to read that. At our next meeting you will see a proposed 
response, where possible, and in other cases the SG will have to decide. Comments 
relevant to the NP need to be positively responded to. All comments will be included, 
some contracted slightly for final entry.  
3b)  completed by RJ, and a further meeting with Jeff and Henning. Thanks to RJ for his 
comprehensive work on this, and HH’s notes of meeting plus Henning’s. Detailed 
discussions below. 
3c)The Design Statement update, incorporating necessary responses, is nearing 
completion.  
Permitted developments resolved in all areas and the DS will provide some guidance re 
this for the PC. Heritage aspects can be met within the General Guidances and maps for 
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each area, inclusive of  historic data. Section 6 Also includes  links to guidance sites for 
retrofitting listed buildings.Next iteration will be circulated for February meeting. 
3f) JM has done a mock up of this for JeB to consider.  It will possibly impact on Sites 
report if reference to PC prior intentions is mentioned plus reference to the CWB policy. 
Aim to reduce the policy to one with several bullet points. 
 
3g) On Agenda 
 
3h) Historic England feedback has led to further understanding re the importance of 
“Historic Landscape/Environment”. For land North of C151, the AONB guidances are best 
suited to justify its protection, not Historic England.  
NB what has emerged is the importance for the whole parish of paying attention to the 
Natural Environment and the Historic Environment. Once embedded in the DS it may help 
to guide others re Development strategy, Heritage BEP policy and in the topic paper re 
sites.  
 
NB new concept for the Plan suggested by Henning - ‘TOPIC PAPER’: a discussion 
document, EG. Concept Statement; as opposed to Evidence paper relating to facts and 
figures. Topic papers and Evidence will definitely be viewed by the Examiner. 
 
Re. future development - Community Aspirations/projects. Will be included within the plan 
itself. 
JB and RJ both introduced the importance of these for helping the PC to plan finances for 
the future. 
 
4. Finance - Place Studio now used up all the original Locality money. We need to decide 
how we want to use consultant hours from now on as we shall be using the PC allocated 
funds from now on. Agreed that now is when we need to use Jeff. Once plan is submitted, 
no input is needed unless the Examiner asks for changes, which should not be the case. 
 
There is a fund for the NP in the next year’s budget,(£2000) in case we need it. There is 
some remaining in this year’s funds. Hilary to let RJ know if we have a shortfall for this 
year. It is likely we do have enough for the time being. JM to tell Jeff to bill HH in small 
chunks.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HH to keep 
RJ 
informed of 
financial  
Needs 
 
JM 

4  Review of how we should proceed from here: 

i) JM spoke with Jeff yesterday re responding to Henning’s recommendations. JM has 
asked Jeff not to write at this stage but rather to meet with editors as needed to ensure 
we are not duplicating. RJ and SJ in particular to directly arrange a meeting with Jeff. 
ii) RJ - task is to restructure the plan as required.  
iii) Sue plus sites group to devise a topic paper re sites creating a clear justification for 
which sites have been selected and showing we have treated each site equally in our 
judgement.  Much of this from the main report, but including necessary heritage points 
and HRA requirements. 
JM - much of the heritage information can be shown visually with new maps placing the 
original site maps in a historic environment (merging data) 
 
There will be another AECOM SEA following our changes, to accompany our submission 
version. It is an independent assessment of whether we have made the case 
strategically and environmentally (historic and natural). JM to send everyone the latest 
HE Guidance for info, but she is doing the detailed work re heritage. 
 
NB the SEA is positioned with our Reg 14 documents via the PC website Sue suggested 
changing background of this part of the website page. MM to update the website to 
ensure the latest docs are easier to find and the old working papers are more 
background.  
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iv) Followed RJ’s chart to discuss where decisions needed. Plan too long - use of Topic 
Papers will achieve reduction. Concept Statement could be recast  as a Topic Paper to 
be removed when needed for a Master Plan. 
Section 6 will become part of the topic paper on sites and reasoning for unallocated 
sites. Steve’s ‘Statement’ will go into re written Development Strategy. 
DS to refer to the lack of a conservation area review. Climate emergency :-need to check 
against the CSE advice - JM - the DS will include links re how to upgrade properties. 
Accept that sections told to ’go’ should go. 
PM’s list of policies to be edited.  BEP3 - agreed to leave as is succinct, with some 
editing of point ii. 
BEP 4 is housing allocations - is for SJ to work on, not PM. 
JM working on CWBP, will send to Jeff for checking then to PM for editing into the Plan. 
BEP7.8.9.19.11 to be deleted because covered by higher policy. 10-Design for home 
working - aiming to retain - JB suggested  providing references for others to follow. 
Employment policies - Combine EBP policies into one and ensure fit with core policy.  
CP2 - will be incorporated into the CWBP so we can let it go as separate policy.  
PAP 1- Henning dismisses but Jeff says resist as this is the way things are going 
nationally. So - retain, enhancement of localism. Jeff B suggests change wording to 
encourage rather than expected. Currently - is there sufficient limits to what issues are 
covered by this - needs something in the policy text. 
 
Renewable energy, SEP1 - can include Green Belt according to CSE guidance -  
Potential for some surrounding greenfields to provide different forms of sustainable 
energy under a leasing system. Aspiration for building on MoD land and larger farms. 
Policy should enable for the future ... “at such time as land become available”…... 
 
Outstanding priorities for work - For JB -  JM to send the draft policy on health, 
wellbeing sports & recreation to ensure it has the backing of the PC in the way it is 
written.To try to present this to the next PC. 
 
Buffer Zone - Henning responded more positively than we expected, referring to other 
existing planning to support it (AONB). Did ask why we have included land to east of 
Doncombe Lane. Originally in the Sheela. Jane to send HT’s response re this and 
safeguarding cumulative building along that stretch. He says East is protected because, 
beyond the settlement boundary and in AONB and next door to a historic landscape. 
Must use these arguments in assessment of why we reject the fields east of Doncombe 
Lane. Should we still include in green corridor, if so, what are the implications for the 
remaining areas within the corridor to the West of Doncombe lane? 
 
Sue reminded the group of the need for space for 30 more houses beyond the 
immediate 10. HH - highlighted the danger of shifting beyond the Reg 14 proposals 
shared in the consultation. 
 
Carter Jonas - made reference to further development which would help to meet our goal 
of joining the communities - this not our intent. Integration of community is about 
enhancing and better connecting with North Colerne, not coalescing the three 
settlements. PM - recalls Highways comment re any disgorging of traffic onto C151 
which was a major reason for planning rejection of hangar site. JM - MoD is currently 
stated to be “operational” until after 2025 and therefore no building can intrude on the 
airfield. 
Decision - The best way to strengthen the arguments is to separate out east and 
west of Doncombe Lane. RJ suggested extending the argument for east of Doncombe 
Lane to include East of Quarry Lane. 
 
 
Slaughterford - Arguments from the consultation should cover our concerns that it is still 
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a site of historic and environmental interest. It already has full B2 planning permission, 
but needs a masterplan for any future building intentions. Currently the site will be in the 
unallocated sites Topic Paper. JM emphasised the importance of including the current 
Wiltshire Policy April, 2020 re Habitats. SJ to receive Slaughterford residents response 
summary next week please. 
 
The outcome of every logged submission to the Reg. 14 consultation is logged in the 
Responses spreadsheet and can be used to log the agreed changes to be made in the 
plan. RJ’s chart of WC responses to be integrated into the Reg 14 Responses 
Spreadsheet. HH suggested there will be a need for an explanatory page on the website 
when we upload the Submission version and the Reg. 14 Responses Spreadsheet. 
 
Final design process -  
JM - The part A plan will need completely redesigning - how to feed that back to BC 
BC -  will work from the final Word doc re this. HH and JM will try to maintain any 
changes to the DS within the existing design structure. The main changes will be to the 
General Guidances. 
 
Major changes to the DS will be maps, which BC could work on before final design 
stage. The process of including heritage in area maps will help in creating maps for the 
housing allocations and sites topic paper. Hilary will annotate hard copy of DS and Bob J 
will annotate hard copy of the Plan. to go with any Docx. 
 
Timetabling of our work suggests it will not be ready to submit before the end of March. 
BC needs 2 weeks of design time beyond the completion of our wording. 
RJ to make full advantage of HT’s offer of giving our submission version an informal 
check over. 
 
Everyone - can send changes to policy text as and when completed. 
 
NB - we have to replace all references to the AONB to Cotswolds National Landscape 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SG 
decision 
 
 
 
 
 
JM 
 
 
 
RJ & SJ 
 
MM and PM 
 
 
 
RJ/HT 
 
 
ALL 

5 JM reported that WC have received one complaint re our consultation process. I have 
responded to his questions and HT, who processed this is content with our 
comprehensive report, which included my acknowledgement that there was confusion re 
the end date of the consultation period. 

We are not bound to give every resident a hard copy of the report, now and in the future. 
Only as needed for access reasons. 

 

6 Next Meeting - to include  George and Gary, so evening. 5 weeks to complete wording 
including community consultation report but not necessarily the design version.  25th 
February, 7.30pm 
 

GeoB & GB 
Please note 
We need 
your input 
if pos. 


